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Abstract: SNORT an open source system which is used very widely by so many companies ,agencies and also single users to protect their 
network , as snort is a signature based system so it requires regularly updating to keep our system aware about the different types of attack 
.anomaly detection based system are systems which is making profile for each and every attack and then try to measure to the deviation o these 
attacks to detect any possibility of the attacks so it is better than signature based as it could be updated automatically  . 

In the paper after we have been looking deeply inside snort and adding a preprocessor to the snort which it could fulfill our system , after that 
testing the system and showing some good results comparing to snort signature based system  
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I. INTRODUCTION 
the intrusion detection systems has been classified into  

- NIDS network based intrusion detection system 
- HIDS host based intrusion detection systems  

 
NIDS are systems which is systems that monitoring our whole 
network and all the packets which is possible comes in or goes 
out . 

 
HIDS are systems which it has been installed into a single host 
so it would be possible to monitor all packets into that host or 
also the logs of that host and try to figure out if there any 
possibility of intruder to the host machine[1] . 

I. INTRUSION DETECTION TECHNIQUES 
There are some of  techniques which has been used by IDS 
widely  

- Misuse based or signature based  
- Anomaly detection based  
- Hybrid technique  

 
Firstly Misuse based is the one of the famous IDS techniques 
which is used signatures o the packets and match it with the 
defined signatures which it has already saved in our system . it 
is good techniques as much as we have known types of attacks 
and we have set of signatures of these attacks . but the problem 
is the attacks types are everyday racing and increasing so it 
requires all the time new signatures for the new attacks so one 
of the circumstances is the regularly update of the signature set 
. secondly Anomaly detection technique which is a technique 
of ids systems it is duty to make a profile for each attacks and 
try to find out these packets or even if there is any possibility 
of deviation from these profiles . the good thing about these 

technique is it don’t need any regularly updating as much as 
the signature based as long as it colud make a profile and 
count the deviations [2]. 

 

III. RELATED WORK 
Intrusion Detection Systems   :- 
There are lots of intrusion detection systems which it has 
been used widely  

1. SNORT  
2. SURICATA 
3. BRO 

SNORT  
Snort is an open source system which is been used very 
widely by so many organizations , the large user 
community of snort is because o the flexibility of snort  . 
you can get snort from the snort website [3] 
 The components of snort  
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the above figure is showing the component of the Snort 
system [4]. 
packet decoder :- 
the packet are coming through the traffic to go to the 
preprocessor paret to processed or to the detection engine , 
it is coming through interfaces which it could be a wire or 
wireless traffic or whatever interface . 
 
preprocessor part 
it is the part before the detection engine which it has so 
many preprocessors or plugins which is making snort a 
flexible system , applying so many techniques for the 
packets make better performance to know the intruder in 
our systems .  
 
Detection engine  
the detection engine part is one of the most important parts 
of snort as the pattern matching algorithm and there are 
different parameters for the good detection engine  
- The rules and it is possibility to fulfill our targets 
- The bandwidth of the internal buses 
- The performance and high configuration of the sensor 

which snort has been deployed  
 

IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

 
In the next figure we could see the structure of the 
proposed system 
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the main idea of our system is to add a preprocessor to the 
snort which it could make our snort engine possible to use 
anomaly techniques ti find out the anomalies and intruders 
, but before that there are different parameters for snort 
anomaly techniques for writing the rules . 

 
number of TCP packets 
in TCP packets 
out TCP packets 
NO of TCP packets in LAN   
No of UDP datagrams     
in UDP datagrams 
out UDP datagrams     
no of UDP datagrams in LAN 
No of ICMP packets     
out ICMP packets 
in ICMP packets     
No of ICMP packets in LAN 
No of TCP packets with SYN and ACK flags  
out TCP packets (port 80) 
in TCP packets (port 80)    
out UDP datagrams (port 53) 
in UDP datagrams (port 53)    
out IP traffic [kB/s] 
in IP traffic [kB/s]     
out TCP traffic (port 80) [kB/s] 
in TCP traffic (port 80) [kB/s]    
out UDP traffic [kB/s] 
in UDP traffic [kB/s]     
out UDP traffic (port 53) [kB/s] 
in UDP traffic (port 53) [kB/s] 
 
in the coming part the proposed approach for the system 
which is contain two sensors , first sensor is signature 
based and the second sensor is snort which it has anomaly 
detection preprocessor . 
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The work low is shown in the next figure showing the parts 
of our system which is containing two sensors one is 
signature based and other snort with anomaly detection 
preprocessor and , both of these systems has been tested 
with DARPA 1999 dataset and after that showing the 
results of both databases and make a comparison .  
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Experiment (A) 
 
Firstly we injected the sensor which it works with snort 
without anomaly preprocessor . 
DARPA dataset  
The next image showing the snort database  
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Alert by protocol showing 99 signature 
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Alert by dates in the next image 
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Experiment (B) 

The second experiment we injected the snort sensor with 
DARPA 1999 dataset and shown result  

 

Alert by protocol shown 111 signatures  
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Alert by date in the anomaly detection signatures 
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V. RESULTS  

 
after injecting both systems and seen the results of both ,some 
sort of comparison has to be done , the results we achieved we 
could use it to fulfill this comparison  
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The above chart shown the number of tcp / udp protocols 
in both system . 
now another comparison also according to the date of the a 
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system according to the date . 
 

VI. CONCLOUSION  

 
We have shown the  implementation of anomaly detection 
preprocessor after we added it to snort preprocessor part , 
after that testing the system using DARPA data set  . to 
validate the work we also injected our dataset to another 
system which is works under the signature based . the results 
showing high performance of the system which it has the 
anomaly detection . we have done some comparison to come 
up with these reults . 
Future work is try to test the system using the live traffic and 
also using of a machine learning tool would be better to 
validate the results . 
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